
Recapturing Your Magic

The Key To Consistent Life Leadership!

By Jeff Johnson

Sponsored By:



1.  “Today I want to share four key bonus 

leadership principles that when maintained 

create trust and loyalty…allowing others to 
follow you.”

2.  Better understand what REAL magic is.

3. Provide the 6 Principles that allow you to 

Recapture Your Magic.

4. Give you the Secret to Control Outcomes

5. Learn while having fun!

Today’s Objectives:



“A leader knows the magic is with 
the people he/she serves.”

~Walt Disney



What does ‘Be Present’ 

Mean?



Why is ‘Being 

Present’ as a 

leader so 

important?



Remember…

It is about 

REINFORCEMENT

and not 

enforcement



If your job demands that you focus on an urgent 

task, you can stress out because you have a 

million other things to do and not enough time to 

do them. Or you can be present, and focus 

completely on that task, and now there is only 

that one task and you. When you’re done, you 

can move on to the next task.



“ You can’t start the next chapter of 

your life if you keep re-reading the 

last one.”

~ Unknown ~



Live Life Looking Forward

Billions of dollars are spent every year by 

organizations focused on what went wrong.

2013 Stanford Study showed that 85% of the time 

spent focused on what went wrong doesn’t go 

towards fixing the problem … rather it is spent 

complaining about what happened.



Great Story about Looking Forward!



"If you believe lack of authority prevents 

you from leading effectively, it is time to 

rethink your understanding of leadership."

— Mike Bonem and Roger Patterson

Leading From the Second Chair





Chad Hymas









“To the world you may be just one 

person, but to one person you may be 

the world!”
~ Unknown ~



IMPORTANT QUESTION:

Does one person truly make 

‘the’ difference?





What exactly do we mean by Magic?



A quick story…



What ‘MAGIC’ really is …

Your Power to 

Influence (Change) 

the World Around 

You!



Your ‘Magic’ is really your confidence

(inner strength) to deal with 

everything you encounter!

3 KEYS TO CONFIDENCE :

1 – Responsibility

2 – Choice & Decision

3 – State of mind



Why is this magic of yours so 

important to your job?



Did you know…

The following numbers represent some San Diego 
and Imperial County County Healthcare 
information:

 In 2018, over 2.4 Million people received some 
type of healthcare services in the two counties.

Not bad since the population is around 3.4 
million.

The total revenue from those services for the 
two counties was over $16 billion

* US Department of Health and Human 

Services & Hospital Association



What would happen if daily production 

dropped by 3%?

Isn’t 97% still an ‘A’?



Based on the previous figures…if 

healthcare services in Maine fell 

just 3% the results would be…

• 102,000 fewer people would have been able 

to receive care during the year.

• That’s more than the population of the 

county of Nevada in Imperial County CA.

• $450 Million fewer dollars would be added to  

healthcare revenues in the two counties.



Let’s Identify Some Factors that Bury 

Your Magic at Work
Job demands…

 Knowing all new laws and regulations that impact your 
job and the community you serve.

 Doing more with less in the ‘Budget Crisis’.

 Providing excellent Customer Service at all times.

 Understanding the changing market.

 Ensuring you are following Code of Ethics, Business 
Conduct and Confidentiality.

 Spot-checking accounts to ensure vendors are staying in 
compliance.

 Practice Age Specific Knowledge.

 Balancing appropriate contact with all key departments. AND…



PEOPLE…

Time for two quick 

clips…



Once you understand you have 
‘Magic’ and that there are 

things that can drain it / take 

it away…then you are ready to 

focus on recapturing it daily.  

To assist…here are some 

guiding principles that will 

help you maintain or get back 

your magic…



WARNING:  Most people fail to understand what 
sharpening the saw really means. If you’re 

overworking yourself and your productivity begins 

to fall off, common wisdom says to take a break, 

maybe even go on vacation. However, that isn’t 
sharpening the saw — that’s putting the saw down. 

When you put down a dull blade for a while, the 

blade will still be dull when you pick it up again. 

1st Principle … Focus on Yourself…

~ Stephen R. Covey
7 Habits of Highly Effective People



What human nature drives most 

people to do when feeling 

overwhelmed…
Run away…

Hide…

Take a vacation…



~ Stephen R. Covey
7 Habits of Highly Effective People

IMPORTANT:  Sharpening the saw is actually an activity, just as 

the analogy suggests. Here are some saw-sharpening ideas:

• Exercise 

• Improve your diet 

• Educate yourself (read, listen to audio programs, attend a 

seminar) 

• Learn a new skill 

• Join a club 

• Meditate 

• Write in your journal 

• Have a deep conversation with someone 

• Set some new goals or review/update your old goals 

• Organize your home or office 

• Go out on a date 

• Clear out a bunch of little tasks that you’ve been putting off 



What happens if we forget 

to Sharpen our Saw…



2nd Principle:  Look in the mirror

When it comes to ‘Recovering Your 

Magic’; each of us is the catalysts.  No 

one else can do it for us.



This principle is about being ‘REAL’

and honest with yourself at all 

times.  Your own magic really starts 

when you leave the stories 

behind….

Time for another clip!



3rd Principle: When the 

Job Responsibilities start 

to drain your magic (self 

confidence)…stay focused!



Circle of Influence

Circle of Influence

Circle of Concern

Center of Focus



4th Principle: When people 

around us start to drain 
our magic…it’s all about 

proper communication.



When it comes to people… it’s 

all about communication.



Did you know…?

30% of all communication fails.



Breaking Down Communication

• 10% - The Words We Say

• 30% - The Sound of our voice

• 60% - Our Non-Verbal

Did you know…?





Did you know…?

We are almost 100% effective in communicating 

when we are angry (non-verbal and verbal 

tends to match).



Did you know…?

“Hint Dropping” is the worst form of 

communication.



Did you know…?

Men & Women communicate 

differently due to physical make-up 

(always some exceptions)



Did you know…?

Our home environments make us all 

communicate differently!



Our GENERATION affects our method of 

communication!



Did you know…?

Your personality type tends to dictate 

your method of communication.





Personality Types

If you circled G and the D, you lean towards 

being a director:

Strengths:  Administration, Taking Initiative

Weakness:  Impatient, insensitivity

 Irritation:  Indecision

Goals:  Productivity, Control

Fear:  Being hustled.

Motivator:  Winning



Director Example Statements

“ Tell him I want to talk to him ASAP.”

“Let’s get this settled right now.”

“What’s the bottom line.”

“Cut to the chase:  What are the options.”

“Here’s how we’ll proceed.”

“I want to win this battle – no ifs, ands, or buts.”

“Tell me what the goal is.”

“You handle it-but keep me informed.”



Personality Types

If you circled O and the D, you show many 

qualities of a Socializer:

Strengths:  Persuasion, interacting with others

Weakness:  Disorganization, carelessness.

 Irritation:  Routine

Goals:  Popularity, applause.

Fear:  Loss of prestige.

Motivator:  Recognition.



Socializer Example Statements

 “Hey, here’s an idea!  Whattaya think?”

 “Why don’t you noodle on that concept for a 

while.”

 “I feel this is the way to go.”

 “Tell me what you think.”

 “I think we’re making good progress.  Now 

let’s…”

 “My sense is that…”



What it looks like when other 

personalities have to deal with 

an extreme socializer…





Personality Types

If you circled O and the I, you are 
predominantly a Relater:

Strengths:  Servicing, listening.

Weakness:  Oversensitivity, indecision.

Irritation:  Insensitivity

Goals:  Acceptance, stability

Fear:  Sudden change.

Motivator:  Involvement.



Relator Example Statements

 “I’d like to go kinda slow on this.  Is that 

okay?”

 “Have we determined the impact of this 

on the staff?”

 “I’m not sure yet about that change.”

 “I’d like to help you however I can.”

 “We can work this out.  I’m sure.”

 “How do you really feel about this?”



Personality Types

If you circled G and the I, you have lots 
of Thinker characteristics.

Strengths:  Planning, analyzing.

Weakness:  Perfectionistic, overly critical

Irritation:  Unpredictability.

Goals:  Accuracy, thoroughness.

Fear:  Criticism.

Motivator:  Progress.



Thinker Example Statements

 “Now, let’s look at this logically.”

 “Is that really the right thing to do?  Can 

we justify that?”

 “Give me all of the facts first.”

 “What guidelines make sense for this 

project?”

 “I don’t want any surprises.”

 “Have we touched all the bases?”





Mixed Breeds Identified:

 Directing Director … “The Commander”

 Socializing Director … “The Adventurer”

 Relating Director … “The Producer”

 Thinking Director … “The Pioneer”

 Socializing Socializer … “The Entertainer”

 Directing Socializer … “The Enthusiast”

 Relating Socializer … “The Helper”

 Thinking Socializer … “The Impresser”



Mixed Breeds Identified:

 Relating Relater … “The Servicer”

 Directing Relater … “The Go-Getter”

 Socializing Relater … “The Harmonizer”

 Thinking Relater … “The Specialist”

 Thinking Thinker … “The Analyst”

 Directing Thinker … “The Mastermind”

 Socializing Thinker … “The Assessor”

 Relating Thinker … “The Administrator”



5th Principle: When 

communication starts to 

drain your magic…

Stop and Listen



LISTEN … Really LISTEN

Seek First to

Understand, Then to

Be Understood & VALIDATION



Human Nature In 

Communication

 We typically seek first to be 

understood. 

 Most people do not listen with the 

intent to understand; they listen with 

the intent to reply. 

 They're either speaking or preparing to 

speak.



True listening requires 

VALIDATION!

The Four Rules of Validation

1. LISTEN by giving your full attention.

2. LISTEN to the emotions being 

expressed.

3. LISTEN to the needs being expressed.

4. UNDERSTAND by putting yourself in 
the other person’s shoes as best you 

can.



(Thus, we need to constantly establish 

relationships which require two key 

items from each of us.)

6th Principle: We can’t do it 

alone!  Our Magic is truly 

powerful when shared.



PERSONAL

Trustworthiness /

competence

INTERPERSONAL

Trust

MANAGERIAL

Empowerment

ORGANIZATIONAL
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Trustworthiness is a personal item that 

cannot be taught…it is up to the 

individual.  

However, competency is something that 

we can help with as managers.  The key is 

to remember to never  become 

comfortable with your knowledge.  The 

world is ever changing and those who 

survive are those that are constantly 

looking to improve.

Trustworthiness vs. Competency



FINALLY!

The ‘SECRET’ or Real 

Power behind 

Recapturing Your 

Magic!



SECRET TO CONTROL THE 

WORLD AROUND YOU…

RESERVED FOR THOSE 

ATTENDING THE CONFERENCE!



The Law of Expectation…

When you expect someone to do 

what you want, and that person 

treats you with respect and 

admires you, you have already 

increased your chances of success.



The Law of Expectation…

Human Nature is to aim, if not exceed, 
other’s expectations of us…especially if 
we stand to gain benefits like getting 
rewards, earning trust, or being 
regarded highly.

Caution:  If your thoughts, language, and 
actions set negative expectations 
throughout your day…that will always 
result in a negative outcome for you 
and those around you.



Summarizing It All
Four (4) Key Leadership Principles:

1. Be Present To Be Effective

2. Live Life Looking Forward

3. Understanding Who is the Real Leader

4. The Power of One

Six (6) to Recapture our Magic:

1. Sharpen The Saw – Make sure to take care of yourself.

2. Look In the Mirror – Remember you are the catalyst.  It all starts with 
you so make sure it is the REAL you.

3. Stay Focused 

4. Use Proper Communication

5. Validate Others

6. Don’t Keep It to Yourself….Share Your Magic and it will return in 
abundance.



Resources:

BOOKS

 The 7 Habits by Steven Covey

 The Platinum Rule by Tony Alessandra and Michael J. O’Connor

VIDEOS

 Trust Fall video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=daTgQzPddYk

 Typewriter Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JrTX_n-hi1c

 FedEx Delivery:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=alSQpinagp0

 Football Muscle Relaxers:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1liTPa8jIS8

 How Wolves Change Rivers: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysa5OBhXz-Q

 Tony Melendez:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XuIkrsdrJLY

 Hunter Hayes:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GIbYd2AjU4Y

 Derek Redmond:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pOM_vQufXIU

 Balloon Dog: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HQasku5roQk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=daTgQzPddYk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JrTX_n-hi1c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=alSQpinagp0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1liTPa8jIS8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysa5OBhXz-Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XuIkrsdrJLY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GIbYd2AjU4Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pOM_vQufXIU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HQasku5roQk


Thank You!

Sponsored By:

Jeff Johnson

Jeff@hawes.group


